1998 toyota camry air vent mode control servo motor

The blend door actuator appears to have failed, and I would like to know where it is and how
difficult to remove. Do you. Here are the blend door actuators for your car. Check out the
diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I will go and see if I can locate it on the car, and get back to
you later, I need to go to work right now. Thanks Ray Was this answer. That image appears to
show a different model, I do not have a blower fan or heater controls under the bonnet, my car
has all that stuff behind the dash Was this answer. I located and fixed the problem, thanks for
trying to help. Ac airflow mode does not change. Now it stays blowing front, can not change to
floor or any other mode. Check the air outlet servomotor. It is most probably stuck and not
changing the air mode. Please let us know what happens. I opened central console and lower
panel at drverside. Check the ac mode swith, it looks fine That thing looks hard to have
problem, but the continuity checking is different from manual I think manaul is wrong, for
different model or my car has diferent switch. I still have problem of reaching servomotor. Can
anyone give some hint? Thanks Was this answer. Look under the dash on the driver's side and
look to the right. You need to remove the air duct 13 to get at the servomotor. Thses are the
instructions from our database. Remove instrument panel lower finish panel. Remove air duct.
Remove air outlet servomotor. To install, reverse removal procedure. Is yours manual or
automatic climate control system? Our database only shows the manual system. The manual I
have is bought from autozone long time ago. It is manaul. It does not metion servomotor.
Manual system uses a sevomotor as well as the controls are electrical and not by manual
linkages. I finally got it off. It stop at some position when I try to to turn the switch. Is it
repairable? Please login or register to post a reply. I Had The Same What Should I Do. Checked
All Linkages And Switches. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This listing is for
part or sub-assembly number given below only. Lifetime warranty! We have an electrical
engineer review all parts and no one does a better job. Look at the rankings! This is a used
original Toyota Part - removed professionally. Part is reconditioned and tested. All are stored in
climate controlled warehouse prior to shipping. Do not rely solely on the compatibility chart.
You must do your research to ensure you are buying the part you need. Connections are the
key. I accept returns for ny reason as long as the item is shipped back in the same condition as
purchased. Just send me a message and give me a heads up you are shipping it back. I will
refund your money within 24 hours of receiving the item back. Buyer pays return shipping. If
you feel I made an error, please contact me to discuss the situation first. I will leave feedback
once payment is received. Please leave positive feedback if we have met or exceeded your
expectations. If you feel the need to leave negative or neutral feedback, please contact me to
discuss the issue. I will do what I can to accommodate any reasonable request about a issue.
Please give me the chance to correct any issues before feedback as I have more options to
resolve the issue in advance of feedback than I do afterwards. Please look over pictures
carefully to see the detailed condition and to make sure this will meet your needs and
expectations. Feel free to contact me if you need something specific as I may have it. This part
was an exact replacement actuator for my 99 Camry. Time will tell if it lasts, but for now I have
all my airflow modes back, so I'm happy, happy, happy. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
pre-owned Sold by: apexpartsupply. The first time I bought this servo motor I made the mistake
by just buying a used one. It lasted less than a month, then I found these remanufactured ones
and it works like a champ! For less than half the cost of a new one. Works great. It was most
difficult to remove the white cam cover. Fiddled till I got the plastic latch to disengage finally.
Otherwise, super easy despite having to lay in an uncomfortable position for a while. Verified
purchase: No. This actuator was exactly what I needed. Worked as expected once it was
installed. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information apexpartsupply Contact seller. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check
out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Brookfield, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Thu. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More -

opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by apexpartsupply. Lifetime Warrranty! If any unit we sell fails
we will replace, no questions asked!. This product is professionally removed from Camry or
Solera and tested prior to shipping. We clean out the mechanism and regrease the gears as
needed. Each unit is then tested by an electrical engineer. If there is any wear we replace the
worn part. White cam, well written and tested exclusive DIY instructions included. Note: If you
see any listing like this on Ebay it is a copy, we pride ourselves and selling the best version of
this product and others like to copy our listing. We always have plenty in stock ready to send
out. Free Returns, Buy from the best! This will be the last one you will need to buy! Shipping
and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and
Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 13 reviews. Direct fit part This part was an
exact replacement actuator for my 99 Camry. X Previous image. For less than half the cost of a
new one X Previous image. Perfect replacement Works great. Rebuilt product works as good as
new. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. The air vents only blow
air from the driver and passenger side vents and the middle vents. Air will not blow at the feet
nor the defrost at the windshield. I do still get hot and cold air but it is not switching no matter
what I turn the control to. Any suggestions on how to fix? Or how to get to the part which I
believe is under the dash to fix? I do not think the category accurately defines my topic but that
is the closest I could come to. Do you. The problem should be due to a stuck or faulty air outlet
servomotor or its linkages, located behind right center of dash, on blower motor housing. Was
this answer. I cannot thank you enough for your response and the diagram. You are the first to
hit the nail on the head! Is it best to remove the dash to get to it? You need not remove the dash
to get to the part and whether it requires replacement depends on what is wrong. Here are the
procedures for testing: Air outlet servomotor: Unplug 7-pin air outlet servomotor connector.
Apply battery voltage to terminal No. Connect terminal No. See Fig. Connect the specified
terminal to ground. See Testing air outlet servomotor table. Arm should rotate smoothly to
correct position. If operation is not as specified, replace servomotor. Image Click to enlarge.
Looks like I need to replace the servomotor. So now where can I get one? Thanks again! Check
with your local parts outlets. The junk yard is another option. Last place would be the dealer.
The contacts were in good shape and the motor spun fine when twelve volts was applied. The
contacts had built up carbon and grease over time and were not making contact. I have seen
conflicting information online whether this part was mechanical, vacuum or electrical. It was
electrical. Also conflicting information on where the part was. I tore out a lot of the passenger
side of the dash and could not find it. Look for a round white plastic piece about three inches in
diameter. Pop that off has a retaining clip in center , then remove the servomotor three screws.
OEM part number or So I tried to fix it and for now it works again, at , miles, yay. I just spent the
afternoon fixing this on my Camry four cylinder. The above procedure from Gf39gg2j worked
great! I never would have thought of trying to repair the actual electric motor, but it worked. I
opened the back of the motor by bending open the metal tabs on case with needle nose pliers,
then cleaned just the contacts with alcohol and a Q-tip, without removing the whole armature. I

also had to work on sandpaper the plastic bushings in the servo gear box to loosen up the
binding gears, and cleaned the contacts on the underside of the large gear. I also broke the
retainer clip in the center of the white plastic plate with track groves acts as a guide for the air
door levers , but it seems to staying in place without the clip. Now, where is the ibuprofen for
my contorted back and neck? This is great information but I did not get the same positive
results. I cleaned mine up but still not getting any movement. I hope I did not reassemble it
incorrectly but it is pretty simple so I doubt it. Any other ideas on what to try? Is there a fuse
that may have blown? Well sadly my fix only lasted a few months, it is broken again. I will take it
out and clean it up once more but if it stops moving again, time to toss it in the bin and get a
new one. Jra, I am glad it worked for you, and I hope it stays fixed! Just completed this job. Yea
and it was a beast at times. Removed under steering column panel and metal support. The air
mode servo is on the side of heater box up over half way. Its has a 7-pin connector, remove the
cam gear shaft has a tiny notch and white gear has a little clip to bent back to release from
shaft, use a tiny flat head and pull while prying this tab You are likely to damage this piece, be
easy. Remove 3 holding screws only and wiggle it out of area sometimes it seems stuck on
pivoting arms so may have to remove bottom one only, top arm is ok to stay there. If you
happen to remove both pivoting arms by mistake, the smaller one in size goes to top area, when
arms are in place the guiding pins should be degress away from each other, thats how you
know the gear on the motor shaft will go properly into the guiding grooves. BTW if you have to
buy this part new from dealer its expensive and comes with servo motor only so be aware of
this. I prefer to get new rather than rebuild given the pain involved in changing this part. Also
you should test the unit by plugging it in and turning on ignition and dialing in different
positions to see motor shaft is actually moving. If not its electrically bad unit or circuit. I opened
up my bad one and discovered that gearing was issue binding up on first gear set that engages
to motor worm gear. Good luck with this job and get ready for scratched arms under there.
Thanks for the great feedback. Update: Still working! It has been over nine hundred days since I
cleaned the blend door actuator contacts and it is still working. Have gone from , to , on the
mileage in that time. Now to fix these oil leaks and front axle CV-joint! Added a picture to this
post, maybe it will help somebody. Great addition to this thread! Please feel free to help out
whenever you are on the site. My air vent selector stopped working a few days ago. I know it
has something to do with the servomotor because I remember hearing it before but nothing
now. There was another post from a person that removed his and cleaned the gears and
contacts and fixed it. I tried that with no joy. I would think there would be fuse protection but
cannot find anything about it online. Thanks for your help! If you can't locate the fuse, check to
see if the servo is getting power. If there is power and the servo isn't responding, it is most
likely bad. There's a dead animal stuck in the air vent of my camry. I know it sounds funny, but it
stinks like hell! How do I gert it out? Not unusual in the south. Fortunately y
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ou have an air filter behind the glove box. Unhook the two glove box fasteners and you will
access the air filter. Remove it and take out Mr. I would replace the air filter and give the area a
good spray with Lysol. Make sure Mr. Mouse gets a good funeral and proper resting place. The
air doesnt flow through the upper cabin vents - the ones that blow at you - or the defroster vent.
I can hear the switch switch the vents and I removed the blower and it works fine and quietly but
was full of dust which I removed. I'm guessing there's K of dust in the vents. I started to take the
dash apart but didn;t go far enough to get to those vents. Wanted to check first for best way to
go. Wondering if there's anything besides disassembilng the dash to get to vents and clear
them. Check to see if item in pic is working it may be cable operated or electric. Will do - thank
you. Please login or register to post a reply. Vent Problems? Just Started Today. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

